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Abstract: 

 

Alexander Ostrovsky’s The Snow-Maiden opened the third season of the Moscow Art Theater in 

1900. This play presents a unique challenge. Its fairy-tale action is set in an imaginary ancient 

pagan country called “the Berendeyan land.” Even though Ostrovsky never claimed that his play 

showed Russia’s past, he satiated it with numerous motifs from Russian folklore. By the late 

nineteenth century, the Berendeyan land was perceived as the idyllic Ancient Russia, and artists 

and directors strove to “re-create” this Ancient Russia on stage. Victor Vasnetsov’s sets and 

costumes, created in 1880s, were lauded as the most “authentic” representation to date. In 1900, 

Stanislavsky and his set and costume designer, Victor Simov, strove to create a new vision that 

would ring even truer with the spectators. 

 

To this end, the theater attempted to find the actual, still-existing prototype of Berendeyan 

land/Ancient Russia: they organized an expedition to the Russian North, where the old customs, 

clothes, and crafts were presumably best preserved. In his memoirs, which contain the widely 

accepted story of the production, Victor Simov claims that the expedition indeed managed to 

find “true Berendeevshchina” in a remote village north of Vologda. According to Simov, the 

production utilized the most “ancient” and the most “Russian” (a.k.a. Northern) elements that 

they discovered. 

 

However, a closer analysis of archival materials and visuals complicates this story, revealing a 

number of contradictions, which pertain to the treatment of religion, geography/space, and 

nationality in the production. In my view, these contradictions show that the theater’s approach 

was not as strictly “ethnographic” and local as Simov presents it. Rather, the production appears 

as “an encyclopedia of Russianness,” encapsulating motifs from various images of Russia: the 

“pre-historic,” pagan Rus’; Russia the heiress of Byzantium; and modern Russia, a multi-ethnic 

empire. 


